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Artist’s Statement 

 This series, Camera Reflections, depicts five completely different cameras taking their own self-portraits in the 
reflection of a mirror. They are surrounded by objects delivering a narrative of their identities. The basis of these 
identities come from typical users of the cameras themselves, where they are used to help convey their sense of 
identity. Each image focuses on a scenario and scene where one may find this camera being used, the life it leads, 
and what it means to the people using them. 
 In a time where I find myself questioning my own relationship with photography, I have found inspiration in 
similar ideas surrounding photography’s relationship with itself. The ontology of photography refers to its state of 
being, and its identity in light of the digital turn, where everything that was analogue photography almost disap-
peared to be replaced by data. Although I do not attempt to resolve any of these tensions, I instead hope to high-
light what photography means to the people viewing these photographs and how photography helps them convey 
their identities just as these cameras point towards their own ontological status. The images’ self-reflective nature, I 
hope, will spark autonomous thinking and critical analysis when someone sees photographs in their daily life that 
should be questioned. These ideas can be seen throughout the five images exhibited from my project Camera Re-
flections.  
 Equally as important are the objects presented within the series. They have become culturally loaded, just as 
the cameras have. Objects have come to mean something particular, as well being associated with certain kinds of 
people, because they are represented in carefully chosen ways within visual culture. Consequently, they are a 
strong way to express identity. This is why photographers such as Kurt Tong and Jason Travis, who use photographs 
of people’s belongings to express their personalities visually, have inspired me when constructing the scenes my 
cameras find themselves in. They understand and express in their work how objects can be representative of things 
that are real, just as photographs are representative of the real world.  
 I have spent most of my academic career photographing still life, yet I always feel somewhat pressured to 
photograph something more exciting. Less than a year before I graduate, I have finally learned what I have needed 
to do to overcome this. Through this project, I have learned the importance of the processes of photography in us-
ing different types of cameras, particularly within analogue, and how this affects the worth and meaning of a photo-
graph. I have not needed to photograph things I have never photographed before, but instead have needed to un-
derstand the different ways the same photograph can be captured and understood. The images within this series 
may not be aesthetically perfect, however they have brought a sense of resolution to this pressure I have felt loom-
ing over me for the past couple of years.  
 Just has photography has evolved drastically over the past two decades, we can expect it to changed yet again 
as technologies develop further. I am looking forward to what the future brings for the ontology of photography, 
and in what ways it can be critically explored in visual terms. Through it all, however, photography is still photog-
raphy, and I hope in 100 years people can look at these images and remember that.  
 



Exhibition Essay 

Introduction to ontology 

Ontology, as defined by academic Peter Benson, is ‘that branch of philosophy concerned with the study of being, and of the different kinds 

of being that entities might have’ (Benson, 2013). In this sense, photography within a contemporary context inhabits various entities de-

pending on the process used to generate the final photograph. Since the turn of the digital age, we have seen a lot of uncertainty over 

what constitutes as a photograph, because digital image-making has altered traditional concepts regarding the meaning of photography. 

Through studying contemporary issues surrounding photography, a re-emerging theme of identity in crisis has inspired my decision to cre-

ate a series of five images revolving around the identities of various cameras. To reinforce these critical ideas, this essay will explore the 

history and debates revolving around analogue and digital photography. 

History and analogue photography 

To understand why the ontology of photography is prevalent in modern day discussions regarding the photograph we should begin by 

looking at its history. When it was first invented in the 18th century, it was described as ‘a physical inscription of light on sensitive pa-

per’ (Hansen, 2001, p.54). We can confidently look towards academia from André Bazin to understand what photography meant in its early 

days. His main idea surrounds the ability analogue photography has to be ‘a defence against the passage of time’ (Gray, 2007, p.4). He 

coins term ‘mummy complex’ (p.4) to explain how in the religion of ancient Egypt, often sculptures and paintings were used to act as a 

substitute for a person’s body if their remains were to perish. Bazin uses the analogy to explain how the photograph was a representation 

of real life, embalming that moment physically onto sensitive paper without the inference of man. It is so that this moment has been pre-

served into the physical form, and is able to live as long as the print exists. As a result, photography’s ability to capture the likeness of real 

life meant that it relieved painting and art of its cultural responsibility to record real life (Gray, 2007). This meant analogue was required to 

act as evidence that something happened, and so be truthful. It gave many people a chance to experience objects and places they could 

otherwise never see (Sontag, 1977).  

The digital turn and the worth of an image 

The late twentieth century produced the DSLR, which completely digitalised and changed photography into what we know now. Instead of 

using light sensitive paper, the image is recorded electronically in data form, composited of countless coloured pixels. This ultimately be-

came a lot cheaper to manufacture, and so the digital camera became affordable and more accessible for the general public. However, this 

digitalisation completely changed the haptic process of analogue photography. The digital image could easily be deleted and manipulated 

using editing software. Although developing analogue photographs has always had the ability to manipulate images, as seen in The Cotting-

ley Faries hoax of 1917 which was revealed to be superimposed, it is as easy to manipulate a photograph to make it show what you want 

over the truth. This is where the lines of reality begin to blur and the trustworthiness from the public of the photograph falls apart (Biro, 

2012). In addition to this, the digital image can very easily be reproduced on a mass scale. As Walter Benajmin explores in his essay The 

Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction (1936), each time a piece of art, in this case a photograph, is reproduced, its sense of 

aura and authenticity depletes. At this point, it crucial to compare in more detail the analogue and digital processes.  
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Digital vs analogue 

Although digitalisation is known significantly for its depreciative impact on photography as a worthy visual tool, it has undoubtedly relieved 

analogue of some of its insecurities. The digital form allows more photographs to be taken, and for them to be preserved in digital form. As 

academic Diana Emery Hulick (1990) states: “Digital photography is to analog photography what photography was to painting in the 

1840s” (p.419). It is a big statement, however early digital photography was seen to be revolutionary. It allowed for moments and memo-

ries to be easily reproducible and shareable in the modern world. Nonetheless, it has become apparent that a lot of these insecurities are 

what make analogue superior to digital. It demonstrates skill if one is able to use and develop film to create high quality images as much 

more thought and consideration has gone into its production. This is prominent in the revival of analogue photography in the 21st century. 

Therefore, theorist Peter Benson suggests a term to describe digital photography so that it becomes separate to traditional views of ana-

logue photography. He calls digital photography ‘simulacra’, or best described by the Oxford English Dictionary “Something having merely 

the form or appearance of a certain thing, without possessing its substance or proper qualities”. We can then define digital photography as 

appearing as traditional photography, where it falls under new and evolved criteria. As a result, we can still appreciate digitalisation for 

what is has done to improve photography, yet still recognise that it has evolved to an extent where it should be a new medium.  

Conclusion and the future 

Throughout this study, we have been introduced to many ideas and arguments surrounding the importance and worth of different types of 

photography. Despite believing that digital photography has evolved extensionally and therefore should adopt a new name, I strongly be-

lieve that all types of cameras, whether they be analogue or digital, produce photographs. After critically analysing all of the academic 

sources found to build on ideas within this essay, it is still true that photography defines the process of physically preserving a moment. It 

is merely in what form this moment is preserved that has caused so much debate. This belief does contest the strongly accredited com-

ments made by André Bazin, however it is crucial to critically read his work in light of photographical developments. It is evident through 

the bounce back of analogue photography that its roots are not to be forgotten, and it is likely we will see more hybrid of the two process-

es of in the future. 
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The Mum  

Its 8am Monday morning. Jack’s already pushed his sister 

over and spilled cereal all over the floor. Everything’s a mess 

but at least I have my point and shoot. 



The Adventurer 

Just arrived at Lake Windermere. It’s bloody freezing and 

the water’s looking rough. Sounds amazing. Can’t wait to 

show the video to my pals.  



The Instagramer 

I think I’ve made too much spaghetti. Maybe if I just shuffle 

this bit over there. Perfect. #foodphotography 

#photographer #vegan #healthy #instagramer #likeforalike 



The Festival Girl 

I can hear Wonderwall by Oasis in the distance. A lovely G & 

T by my side. I love you Summer 2016. Say Cheese! 



The Hipster 

I love this little café. The best coffee I’ve tasted in ages. 

Better get this on camera! 


